
"BIGGEST SECRETS?", Part One
by Sherman H. Skolnick 7/31/02

What are among the biggest secrets, in America, if not worldwide?

[1] In the midst of the downfall of huge corrupt entities, the Federal Reserve siphoned off
billions and billions of dollars from them. America's secretive PRIVATE central bank
stole huge funds from Enron (where 60 billion dollars disappeared), from Global
Crossing, from WorldCom, from AOL-Time-Warner-CNN (where 56 billion dollars is
gone), and others. Was it a mere coincidence that a top official of Enron, Jeff Skilling,
was also a Director of the Federal Reserve District Bank in Houston?

Owned and formed principally by European families , known as major swindlers, the
Federal Reserve used hocus-pocus, called derivatives, and other book-cooking black
magic, to multiply these funds as monstrous book entries, in the trillions of dollars.
Assisting the Fed have been J.P. Morgan, Citigroup (Rockefeller), and Goldman Sachs,
themselves having a history of massive treason and fraud.

The purpose? To use this loot to pump up the Dow Jones 30 Industrials as a fake
psychological barometer on the stock markets, to entice novices and know-nothings into
believing the era of a "Great Prosperity" has arrived. In fact, the supposed good times
are ending , in biblical fashion, for a decade or generation, or more.

In the process of all this, the Federal Reserve has become technically if not actually
insolvent. While at it, the Fed has unlawfully sucked out huge sums from the Social
Security Trust Fund, thus endangering senior citizens, those about to be such, disabled
workers, and dependent children of deceased or disabled workers.

To recoup their losses, the Fed has now switched positions and is short-selling, without
obeying short-selling restrictions, to drive DOWN the markets.

In short, this is the way historically the Establishment, the ruling families, the "powers
that be", the ultra rich---whatever you call them---many of them overseas-based,
eventually grab up for a penny on the dollar, the bank deposits, the savings, the small
real estate, the private and public pension funds, and other life-time-gathered and
entitled assets of common Americans.

[For background, visit our website stories, such as about Greenspan and the Bush
Family, Enron, IRS Corruption, and the murder of John F. Kennedy Jr."What Happened
to America's Golden B oy?". Also, the heavily-documented opus, "History of the Great
American Fortunes" by Gustavus Myers.]

[2] Has the purpose been also events, studied, planned, and orchestrated, by the
espionage community, without restraint of Law? To discredit U.S. elected central
government, in favor of those who seek the downfall of our U.S. Constitution and Bill of
Rights guarantees? Such as, to reverse ordinary Americans into colonial puppets,
subjects of the British Monarchy? [See our website series, "The Overthrow of the
American Republic".]



Was an important point in American history, the sham "presidential election" of the year
2000? Frightening, the way it played out similar to the outrageous "Election" of "1876",
subject of a book simply "1876" by Gore Vidal. In 1877, deprived of being inaugurated
was presidential election winner Samuel Tilden. To astute observers, similar to what
happened to Albert Gore, Jr.,, the actual ELECTED president, deprived of being
inaugurated as such by a corrupt "Gang of Five" on the U.S. Supreme Court.

Some of the same criminals in the Enron mess, are those who are part of the Carlyle
Group. They were reportedly implicated in massive bribing of DEMOCRAT officials in
southern Florida, to stop, at a crucial point, the recount of the ballots.

Daddy Bush, as former head of America's secret political police, and his henchmen,
were instrumental in the Electoral College fix in Florida. [Visit our website series on the
year 2000 "Election", including about the American CIA, and Jeb Bush, Florida
Governor. Also, see our story about the plot to assassinate Gore.]

[3] For several decades after World War Two, Americans were cowed and controlled bv
the "Red Scare". The oil-soaked, spy-riddled monopoly press never mentioned that the
Soviet Empire was formed and controlled by American and British funds. It fulfilled what
some call the Hegelian method, antithesis to create synthesis. The Soviets were
permitted to blackmail Western elites with the fake murder story as to Tsar Nicholas 2nd
and his family, supposedly in 1918. [See our website story, "Great Secrets of the 20th
Century". Also, view a segment on -line of our television show with experts on that
subject.]

The Soviets, supposed "enemies of the U.S.", were supplied tremendous American
technology to build up their industrial might and war machine. Such as a huge truck
plant the U.S. arranged the building of in Siberia. The late Antony Sutton bravely
documented these details in a whole series of books. A short list of Sutton's books "Wall
Street and the Bolshevik Revolution". "America's Secret Establishment- An Introduction
to the Order of Skull & Bones". "The Best Enemy Money can Buy". "National suicide
military aid to the Soviet Union". "Western Technology & Soviet Economic Development
1917-30". "Western Technology & Soviet Economic Development 1945-1965". "National
Security and Trade with the Soviet Union".

Once in a sinister manner referred to as America's "mortal enemy", the former Soviet
Union is now protrayed as our friends. And, headed by Putin, formerly with the Russian
Secret Political Police; he deals with George W. Bush, son of the former head of
America's secret political police. At the same time as building up the Soviets, American
big business built up Nazi Germany, to promote war profits. [See, "Trading With the
Enemy", by Charles Higham. Former Federal Prosecutor, John J. Loftus, has gathered
documents showing how the George Bush Family financed Hitler. www.john_loftus.com
Also, "Unauthorized Biography of George Bush" by Webster Tarpley. ]

[4] With the Soviets no longer the great bogeyman, the ruling families, to further cow and
control ordinary Americans, and other common people worldwide, have a Plan B,
already in progress. Hollywood, always tied to the Pentagon and the war-mongers, has



long-since helped this Plan with stories about Unidentified Flying Objects, UFOs, real, or
otherwise. A long-time secret project has been anti-gravity machines. A small belated
admission has come out from Boeing. Interesting, that they refer to the Boeing division,
as the Phantom Works."Boeing challenges the laws of physics", Financial Times,
7/29/02

Not mentioned are the secret anti-gravity machine projects of the Fermi Labs, an adjunct
of Rockefeller's University of Chicago.

A highly secret unit of the U.S. Military and the National Reconnaissance Office, NRO,
has developed holographic projection. That is, in simple terms, images of supposed
moving and flying devices are inserted in the skies and clouds, or upon the same. Most
every eyewitness would swear under oath, that they saw a real "thing". An "enemy"
army can be ordered to surrender by a Deity speaking to them from a cloud (by
holographic magic) ordering them to lay down their arms.

Controlling satellites for military, media, and communications purposes, has been the
NRO. Until several years ago, it was forbidden for the monopoly press to even confirm
the existence of the NRO. A huge super-secret facility near the Capitol has been built for
NRO costing more than 300 million dollars. This, without members of Congress on any
budget committee knowing of the project or at least, denying that they know. [A story for
another time is how key members of the House and the Senate are stooges for the
secret political police.]

Examples of NRO secrets include their satellite imaging. Their satellites view practically
every blade of grass near the CIA headquarters in Virginia. Near that location is the Civil
War historic site, Ft. Marcy Park. That is where the body was found of Clinton White
House Deputy Counsel Vincent. W. Foster, Jr. He supposedly was a "suicide". All along,
the NRO has proof, by satellite imaging, of his murder and removal, how his body was
moved by identifiable persons from in or near the White House parking lot to be dumped
near some Civil War cannons in Ft. Marcy Park. To confuse matters, the location is right
across the road from the mansion of the Saudi Ambassador to the U.S., raising
questions about him and his aids. Did they see or hear anything? As a cover up, a key
NRO official, as to satellite imaging, Daniel Potter, was murdered in recent.years.

One of the biggest secrets of the NRO is the "Crop Circle Syndrome". Ornate designs
suddenly show up on farms in various parts of the world. Since the designs are so
intricate, many UFO book-writers theorize that some off-the-planet forces are doing it.
And, presumably, these forces are ETs. Yes, it is off-the-planet, okay, but not ETs.
Rather, the NRO is in charge of the super-secret satellites and other forms of machinery,
that have super-duper laser, particle beam, and other so far unlabeled technology. So
greatly ahead of any published sources, these devices are more or less generally
unknown. And, the mechamisms operate beyond the human-visible and sometimes
even machine-visible spectrum. In plain terms,these machines tatoo the earth.

The purpose? Plan B. Since the Moscow government is no longer our "enemy" (if they
ever really were), then earthlings have to be controlled, to deal with "enemies" from
some faraway galaxy. "Enemies" or "Friends" supposedly sending us some kind of



messages elegantly embroidered in the earth. WIth a financial collapse expected, these
methods of controlling the populace are even more strategic and urgent.

I fully expect "crop circle" magazine and book publishers to start screaming against us
for raising this issue, which operates to the detriment of their publishing profits and
"prophets". By the way, about nine years ago our weekly one-hour public access Cable
TV Show, "Broadsides", dared discuss an early version of the Plan B scenario. As we
then stated, the plan was created to deal with expected financial collapse, by controlling
the population, the easiest way, with vast superstitutions and such, in the absence of the
Moscow "enemies". One well-informed scientists, who would not allow us to use his
name, did confirm our basic contentions. If ever we we re-name our website, perhaps
we should call it "Ahead of the Parade", which we have been for more than forty years,
with the jeopardy and rewards of plusses and minuses.

More coming . Stay tuned.

"GREAT SECRETS INTO THE 21st CENTURY",
Part 1
by Sherman H. Skolnick 11/29/02

COUNTERFEIT RESERVE

Carried over from the greatly troubled 20th Century is a hush-hush group of events that
is virtually impossible to be dealt with by the American monopoly press. After you study
this, the how, when, where, and why of it, may become clear to you.

It first became clear in matters of a print shop in the old West Side of Chicago. It was
about the time of the Korean War. The facility was owned and operated by several
brothers. Other printers nearby were somewhat puzzled by little things they noticed .
Those in the shop did not work long hours, unusual at a time it was customary because
there was plenty of work for skilled printers. The brothers did not seem to be troubled by
the then war-time paper shortage. They operated mostly a few hours now a nd then at
night. They drove the most expensive cars and seemed to have lots of money.

What was the family of clever sorts printing, anyway? And, ONLY a couple of hours now
and then at night?

As later became clear, they were enterprising sorts. They had developed and/or
perfected a then relatively new process called deep etch offset. In the hands of the right
operators, if they were very careful, they could produce work that previously requi red
steel engraving or a similar old-time, slow, expensive process.

It was a time when fancy lawyers had their envelopes and letterheads printed the long-
established way, steel engraving, cumbersome,time-consuming. But the brothers could
not possibly be making so much money taking care of a few orders from professional
types, lawyers, maybe even a few accountants.



The process they were using was a nice step up from photo offset, which some old-time
sorts kept grumbling could not substitute for good quality letterpress, another relatiively
slow, expensive way of printing.

After a couple of years, the secret could be read in the daily newspapers of that era. The
brothers had developed and perfected deep etch offset to the point they could produce
superior quality U.S. Treasury Savings Bonds, at the time called Series H. T hose in the
public who bought a few government savings bonds knew there was a series E and a
series H.

This print shop, in just a few hours, could mass produce H Bonds that looked just lilke
they were steel engraved or similarly used by the U.S. Treasury.

The situation was simple. The brothers were NOT working for the U.S. Treasury or U.S.
Government Printing Office, or any such. They were latter day counterfeiters.. And they
were in short order, sent to Federal Prison. From jail, they were used by the U .S.
Government to be consultants on the Treasury switching over to H Bonds to be
produced by the faster, cheaper method perfected by these clever law-breakers.

The brothers' method was so superior, few people could tell the difference between the
older and the newer method of printing the Savings Bonds.

If carried to extreme, countefeiting government money or securities could topple a
central government quicker, and neater, than bombing them to bits. That is, taking care
of a government perceived as unfriendly to others, or an enemy.

In the Second World War, the Germans produced a superior quality counterfeit series of
British Five Pound Sterling Notes. There was even later, a Hollywood movie about that.
The Germans had a two-fold scheme. First, actually bomb to wreckage the London
government. Second, destroy their validity through flooding that nation and the world
with fake British currency.

Then there was a movie about a spy for the Nazis, holed up in neutral Turkey, using the
code name, "Cicero". It was both the name, by the way, of a Roman philosopher as well
as the mafia enclave adjoining Chicago, Al Capone Land.

The movie about the spy "Cicero" ended with an ironic twist. He was paid for his
treachery with several million dollars of superior quality counterfeit currency. He did not
find out until he retrieved the same, while supposedly retiring to South America .

If over the years you have various pals who associate with U.S. Secret Service types,
sort of like almost contract agents. And if others like these pals, are retired "spooks",
once parachute spies and similar, such as those that dropped or infiltrated N azi
Germany in the closing days of the War. Well, you learned stuff. Such as, how members
of their team separated some German banks from the last of their gold. How? By
blasting open their vaults and such. In short, you can learn spy craft from those th at
survived doing it.



The U.S. Government had a unit of super operators, paper currency counterfeiters. No,
they wre not sweet nice, patriotic types. Some had circulated their highly-skilled product
through known criminals. So, the government would, on occasion, grab them, s
ummarily put them in jail at the hands of a blackmailable federal judge. All by way of
persuading the bogus money boys to reluctantly work for the Central Government, or
ELSE.

I learned about a convicted counterfeiter, allowed early out of prison, and set up in a
Chicago suburb as a supposed "hairdresser". My information sources used to joke with
me in the wee hours, in an all-night greasy spoon. They would drive me past the
"hairdresser's" closed shop.

"Hey, what happened? The windows and doors are all blown out?", I asked, at the time,
naive about such matters, still learning bits and pieces about the real world. The answer
I got was blunt. "The Secret Service boys were persuading him a little bit. H e was
hesitating to go to work for them. They wanted him to produce, for them, his specialty,
superior quality bogus money. So they could start to topple a government or two,
enemies of the U.S., such as in Southeast Asia and such."

"Persuade him?" I asked. My source laughed at me. "Aw, come on, like the old Black
Hand Society. The moustache petes. You know, the boys, the syndicate."

There, as in the old West Side, when there was a bombing not supposed to be looked
into, the police did not respond. So, if late on a Saturday night, a cleaning and dyeing
store did not pay "protection" to the mob, the store was bombed. Locals did not c all the
police. The folks just walked around the blown out glass windows and such.

In the 1970s, in Chicago, six known gangsters were murdered. The pressfakers, who
should know better, explained it away as "Mob In-Fighting". Actually, the dispatched
mobsters had, for a while, been aiding the U.S. Government circulate phoney money
over seas, to topple "enemy" governments. The criminals did not keep quiet enough, a
fatal flaw.

The U.S. Treasury arranging for and distributing superior quality counterfeit currencies,
is a deep-down secret. And the pressfakers know to stay shut. For various reasons. For
example, journalists that go to press conferences of public officials must F IRST be
cleared by the U.S. SECRET SERVICE. Among other things, the reporters know they
better never arrange photographs showing the Secret Service in a bad light. And they
know they better not write something negative about the Secret Service which not only
issues or refuses to issue press credentials, but also investigates bogus currency.

What mass media journalist would dare, even half jokingly, repeat the age-old saying,
TO KILL THE KING, YOU NEED THE AID OF THE PALACE GUARDS. And serious or
not, apply it to the murder of President John F. Kennedy, or President Lincoln,and
others. Any non-issuance or violation of press credentials, and the reporter becomes
unemployable throughout the monopoly press.



Starting October, 1980, Daddy Bush, running for Vice President on the Reagan/Bush
ticket, arranged a treasonous deal with the Iranians at the time, holding 52 U.S.
Embassy hostages in Teheran. The Iranians agreed, in a Paris suburb meeting, to hold
the U.S. hostages until the Reagan/Bush ticket was elected by getting the edge over
incumbent Jimmy Carter.

After all, Carter's phoney smile would not help him if he appeared to be a wimp unable
to resolve the hostage crisis.In treachery against the American people, Bush promised
40 million dollars to the Iranians plus weapons, through Portugal and trans-ship ped via
Israel. The hostages were released at the moment Reagan/Bush were inaugurated in
1981.

[As stated by us elsewhere, the Prime Minister of Portugal, to silence him, was
murdered by Daddy Bush by way of a sabotaged plane crash. Israel has used their
knowledge of the events to blackmail Daddy Bush, his crony Bill Clinton, and George W.
Bush.]

Another, little-known part of the treasonous Daddy Bush/Iran deal, was Bush's promise
to them that the then new administration would take no action if the Iranians
counterfeited foreign currencies, INCLUDING THAT OF THE UNITED STATES.

So, the Iranians bought printing apparatus from Germany, similar to that used by the
U.S., to print superior quality bogus Federal Reserve Hundred Dollar Notes. Through
corrupt means, the Iranians even obtained the special U.S.-contract only, linen type
paper used for printing the hocus pocus money.

The big secret, forbidden to be discussed by the oil-soaked, spy-riddled American
monopoly press is that there is, because of Iran and others, over 800 billion dollars
worth of these superior quality Federal Reserve Notes, masquerading, of course, as th e
"U.S. Dollar". Some of it, circulating by way of Iran. Some is being circulated by a joint
deal between the Russian mafiya (former KGB officers) and a faction of the Colombia
dope cartel. Some by blowback (spy lingo) is coming back to the U.S.

[For related details of the Bush Crime Family partners with a co-founder of one of the
Colombia dope cartels, visit our two-part website series, "The Chandra Levy Affair".]

In the U.S. there are five master "cutters", U.S. Treasury lingo for super-duper
counterfeiters. [One "cutter" is now holed up in Colombia, producing Federal Reserve
Notes.] There product is so well-made, it even goes throught he Federal Reserve
countin g machines and such, as if genuine. From time to time, one or more of these
"cutters" are framed by U.S. Treasury and other federal officials. To keep these types
from refusing to work for the central government again.

As to counterfeit U.S. currency, there have been a few stories overseas, such as in
Australian newspapers.

In 1990, the U.S. Treasury, aided by criminal-types within the American CIA,



confederates of Daddy Bush, then U.S. President, arranged to topple the Soviet
Government. How? By manipulating the Soviet currency, the Ruble.

A book goes into what it calls the Ruble Scam. "Thieves World The Threat of the New
Global Network of Organized Crime", by Claire Sterling, Simon & Schuster, N.Y., 1994.
The problem with the book is that it was written by the late Claire Sterling, an a pparent
American resident in Italy who also wrote for the reputed American CIA-sponsored
newspaper in Rome, "The Daily American". She conveniently left out of her opus that
the scam was done with massive amounts of superior quality counterfeit rubles, n ot just
some manipulating of the ruble by Western World banks.

A team of "cutters" arranged the fake rubles for a special dirty tricks unit of the U.S.
Treasury jointly with Daddy Bush's covert team cronies in the American CIA. The bogus
money team, headed by a master "cutter", was promised a portion of the damage they
caused to the Moscow government, eventually toppling them into anarchy and runaway
gangster-types, called the Russian mafiya. [It is practically an every month event, these
days, when "bankers", not co-operating with the mafiya to launder funds fro m Russian
criminal enterprises, are assassinated.]

The bogus money team, primarily Europeans sometimes residing in the U.S. and
elsewhere, have been grumbling that the U.S. Treasury owes them upwards of one
trillion dollars, the "cutters" promised take from permanently damaging and destroying
the Moscow regime.

Hoping, somehow, to force the U.S. Treasury to pay them, the hocus pocus producers
have used, among other devices, blackmail against the Daddy Bush White House, the
Clinton White House, and against the current occupant and resident of the Oval Office,
G eorge W. Bush (some perceiving the real president not inaugerated, as Albert Gore,
Jr.)

Informing the present Moscow government just how the "magician's handkerchief" trick
was pulled off by the team, could cause a nasty international financial scandal. Some of
the same "cutters" were pressed into service following the downfall of Dictator Marshal
Tito, to overthrow the Belgrade, Yugoslavia government. Considered by knowledgeable
sorts as a super war-criminal, Henry Kissinger, described by some as a German not
American, arranged the Belgrade counterfeit currency trick.

[As to other details of Kissinger's criminality, see the book "The Trial of Henry Kissinger".
byChristopher Hitchens, paperback, Verso, 2002.] The Russian ruble counterfeiters are
experts on how the superior quality U.S. fake currency passes right through the Federal
Reserve counting machines and other such apparatus, just as if genuine notes.[Of
course, understood by some is that the Federal Reserve notes are hot-air backed paper
masquerading as the "U.S. Dollar".]

Knowing a lot of the foregoing, some savvy sorts simply call them THE COUNTERFEIT
RESERVE. The Fed stays quiet about the 800 billion dollars worth of fake U.S. currency
floating around the world, some of it coming back into the U.S. What are the fake Fe
deral Reserve notes, a massive amount, being used for? Simple. They are knowingly



used, in part, to temporarily support the U.S. Stock Markets. To prevent a financial
meltdown, the same secret reason a faction in the American Aristorcracy used to cover
up if not instigate Black Tuesday, September 11, 2001, with that faction having prior
knowledge they were simply piggie-backing on to a known scheme of supposed
Moslems.

[To better understand this aspect, read our entire website series, "The Overthrow of the
American Republic".] Do the bigtime fakers in the Federal Reserve, THE
COUNTERFEIT RESERVE, have some of the foregoing in mind? Read carefully the
implications of the following press item

"The Federal Reserve may have lowered the interest rates to the once unimaginable
level of 1.25 percent, but senior officials insist they can still FLOOD THE COUNTRY
WITH MONEY if they need to."

" 'The U.S. government has a technology, called a printing press---or, today, its
electronic equivalent---that allows it to produce as many US dollars as it wishes AT
ESSENTIALLY NO COST,' Ben S. Bernanke, one of the Federal Reserve's seven
governors, s aid in a speech to economists here today."

"In a detailed analysis that tracks fairly closely with general comments last week by Alan
Greenspan, the Fed chairman, Mr. Bernanke described the many ways the central bank
could INJECT VAST SUMS OF MONEY into the economy to combat DEFLATION, even
if i nterest rates were to drop to zero."

Date-lined Washington, head-lined "Federal Officials Say Policy Isn't Limited by Low
Rates", New York Times, 11/22/2.(Emphasis added.)

Question Would the highly corrupt, conspiratorial Federal Reserve, temporarily pump up
the U.S. markets using fake U.S. currency, created by the U.S. Treasury?

To those urging that stories like this be censored, our motto may explain plenty. LET
THE TRUTH BE TOLD, THOUGH THE HEAVENS CRUMBLE. And, STOP CURSING
THE DARKNESS and LIGHT A CANDLE!

More coming....Stay tuned.


